18.-Is "fallen" right grammatically? I think not. Is " fallen " right logically ? How can it be? Consider. There is a simile here: a comparison between Satan and lightning. In a comparison there is always a congruity between the thing compared and that to which it is compared. What we may predicate of the one we may predicate of the other. If it is correct to say "I saw Satan fall like lightning,'' it must also be correct to say "I saw lightning fall." By parity of reasoning, if it is correct to say "I beheld Satan fallen as lightning," it must also be correct to say "I saw lightning fallen." But it is not correct to say so; "for we cannot see lightning fallen. We can see it fall, shoot, dart from point to point, from sky to earth; but fallen we cannot see it : when it has fallen, we see its effects in a blasted oak or a calcined cottage.
But I have been told that in some editions of the R.V., instead of fallen the new rendering is falling : " I beheld Satan falling as lightning." Really, if this be true, of the two errors which is the more eligible? of the two evils which the lesser? Fallen here, falling there : in this text the R.V., in assailing the A.V., is like a man who, in mounting a horse, first, faintly springing, fails to reach the saddle and comes to the ground on this side ; then, renewing the attempt, bounding aloft, he overleaps the seat, and comes to the ground on the other side. He gets a fall in either case, yet a fall not in the same place. The fact is, the rendering of the A.V. is not only correct, but perfect: "I beheld Satan as lightning fall from heaven." The order of the English words corresponds to the order of the Greek : not fall as lightning, but, more vivid, as lightning fall. The Greek for falling would be 7T'i7T'TOVTa ; for fallen, 7T'E7T'TwK6Ta ;  for fall, as in the Greek text, 7reuovTa.
Matt. xii. 42.-When I read this new version in the margin, I exclaimed, "Really! 'Behold, more than Solomon is here.'" Straightway came a voice from the Revised Version: "The Greek is 7r:Aetov, 'more,' not p,e'i~ov, 'greater.' " "Oh, yes," I reply, "I know that, 0 Revised Version: I know that 7T'AEhov means 'more,' and that p,et~ov means 'greater.'" " Then why don't you approve? Is it not correct? " "Oh, yes, it is correct.'' "Then what does it lack? " "It lacks something. Let me tell you a tale, 0 Revised Version, a tale of the last century. Sir Joshua Reynolds was brought to see a great picture. The critic stood before the painting and said nothing. 'Well, Sir Joshua, a grand picture?' 'Why, yes.' 'Very correct in its painting, Sir Joshua? ' 'Oh, yes, very correct.' 'Is it not perfect? What does it lack?' 'It lacks this '-snapping his fingers. That snap of the finger indicated that the picture lacked that something without which anything, however correct, is nothing. That indefinite something would in Christianity be called charity, in a picture a touch of nat1,1re. In this new rendering it is the indefinite article ' a.' " T. S. EvANS.
